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What is your #1 tip or advice for the beginning plein air painter? 
Don’t be overwhelmed. Simplify and forget about what “things” you’re painting 
and paint what you actually see. If you can’t see it, don’t paint it. 
 
If you could only have 5 colors on your palette, what would they 
be? 
White, Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium Red, Alizarin Crimson & Cobalt Blue. I could 
mix almost anything I want with these colors, but I add others mostly for 
convenience. 
 
Why do you choose to paint outside in the wild plein air rather 
than in the controlled environment of the studio? 
While I enjoy painting in the studio, there’s an excitement and an energy to plein 
air that can’t be matched. I’m not only reacting to the colors, shapes and values 
before me, but also the passage of time and the elements. That experience 
comes through in the final work.   
 
What was your most hair-raising extreme plein air painting 
experience? 
While painting at a marina for an East Coast event, one of the boat owners was 
not happy about my presence. He appeared on a riding lawn mower, cutting the 
grass only in the area where I was working, and purposefully sprayed me and my 
painting with grass clippings. He then returned the lawn mower to the storage 
shed. Despite his shenanigans, the painting sold later that day. 
 
Living or not, which artist(s) has had the most impact on your 
artistic journey?  
I’m mostly drawn to the Russian Impressionists and Realists – Arkhipov, Fechin, 
Malyavin, Serov. Their use of color and texture took the work beyond a simple 
reproduction of a scene.  
 
Any closing comments or advice you'd like to share? 
Plein air painting has been a life changing experience for me. While I encourage 
everyone who’s interested to pursue this exciting endeavor, understand that it will 
change everything around you, the way you communicate and the way you see 
yourself.  


